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INTRODUCTION

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) encompasses sim-
ple steatosis, steatohepatitis, advanced fibrosis, and cirrhosis.
Transient elastography has emerged as an accurate noninva-
sive diagnostic tool for assessing hepatic fibrosis and steatosis
as compared to biopsy.1, 2 Diabetes is a predictor of adverse
clinical outcomes such as advanced hepatic fibrosis and mor-
tality in patients with NAFLD.3 Therefore, we characterize the
current prevalence of NAFLD and hepatic fibrosis by con-
trolled attenuation parameter (CAP)–enhanced transient
elastography among adults with normal glucose tolerance,
prediabetes, and diabetes in the USA.

METHODS

We analyzed the 2017–2018 National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES) data. Participants were eval-
uated by the CAP score and liver stiffness measurements
documented in the NHANES dataset.4 We used two cut-offs
of CAP score and liver stiffness measurements for suspected
fibrosis and cirrhosis (Figs. 1 and 2).2, 5, 6 We defined diabetes
as having either diagnosed diabetes, treatment with anti-
diabetic medication, or HbA1c ≥6.5%, and prediabetes as
any participant who neither had diagnosed diabetes nor was
taking anti-diabetic medication but who had HbA1c level of
5.7–6.4% (n=4,702). For those with fasting results (≥9 h,
n=2,073), we added criteria of fasting glucose ≥126 mg/dL
for diabetes and fasting glucose 100–125 mg/dl for prediabe-
tes. We used appropriate sample weights to reconstitute rep-
resentative US population. We calculated age-standardized

prevalence estimates by using direct standardization with the
2000 US Census.

RESULTS

Of adults (≥18 years) who underwent an examination
(n=5,533), we excluded participants with significant alcohol
consumption (>28 g/day [women] and >42 g/day [men] by a
24-h dietary recall, n=438) and viral hepatitis (n=72), those
who were exposed to steatogenic medications (amiodarone,
methotrexate, valproate, corticosteroid, and tamoxifen, n=91),
and those for whom transient elastography data were incom-
plete (<10 complete stiffness measures or liver stiffness inter-
quartile range/median ≥30%, or fasted <3 h, n=725). Four
thousand two hundred seven participants were finally included
in the study (extra-large [XL] probe: 26.5%). The mean age
was 47.1 years (95% confidence interval [CI] 45.7–48.5), with
48.1% men. The age-standardized weighted prevalence of
prediabetes and diabetes was 21.1% (95% CI 19.0–23.4) and
13.6% (95%CI 12.3–15.0), respectively. As shown in Figure 1
a, the age-standardized prevalence of NAFLD (≥263 dB/m;
sensitivity fixed at 90%) was substantially higher in diabetes
(84.5%, 95% CI 79.4–89.7), followed by prediabetes (61.1%,
95% CI 54.2–67.9), and normal glucose tolerance (38.7%,
95% CI 34.8–42.5). When we used cut-off values optimizing
sensitivity and specificity (≥285 dB/m),2 the age-standardized
prevalence of NAFLD was 25.9% (22.6–29.2), 47.3% (40.9–
53.8), and 73.2% (66.3–81.2) among individuals with normal
glucose tolerance, prediabetes, and diabetes, respectively (Fig.
1b). Among individuals with NAFLD (Fig. 1a), the age-
standardized prevalence of suspected fibrosis (≥F2) was
highest among individuals with diabetes (15.7–24.6%). Like-
wise, the age-standardized prevalence of suspected cirrhosis
was highest (8.5–11.4%) among individuals with diabetes.
When we used cut-off values of ≥285 dB/m to define NAFLD,
prevalence of suspected fibrosis and cirrhosis was identical
(Fig. 1b). In participants who fasted (≥9 h, n=2,073), the
prevalence of NAFLD was substantially higher in diabetes
(73.2–79.6%), followed by prediabetes (34.9–50.6%), and
normal glucose tolerance (Fig. 2). The prevalence of suspected
fibrosis and cirrhosis was similar to analyses using total pop-
ulation despite large confidence intervals.
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DISCUSSION

We found that the prevalence of NAFLD by CAP measure-
ment was high in individuals with diabetes (range: 70.7–
82.1%) and prediabetes (38.5–52.9%). Fibrosis and cirrho-
sis were found in approximately one-fourth of patients with
diabetes and one-sixth of those with prediabetes among
individuals with NAFLD. A previous meta-analysis esti-
mated the global prevalence of NAFLD in patients with
diabetes to be 55.5% (95% CI 47.3–63.7), with a regional
prevalence of 51.8% in the US.3 The prevalence of ad-
vanced fibrosis based on liver biopsy among 439 patients
with NAFLD and diabetes was 17.0% (95% CI 7.3–34.9).3

Compared with other studies, our data are unique in using
the CAP-enhanced elastography with a nationally repre-
sentative sample. Limitations of our study include lack of
universal cut-off guideline for CAP score and liver stiff-
ness; we employed cut-off points from previous landmark
studies.1, 2, 5, 6 We used 24-h dietary recall for alcohol use,

which may lead to misclassification and under-estimation.
Our findings support the existing notion that patients with
diabetes and prediabetes are at-risk population and can be
screened for NAFLD and NAFLD-related fibrosis.
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Figure 1 Age-standardized prevalence of suspected nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and suspected fibrosis and cirrhosis by normal
glucose tolerance, prediabetes, and diabetes in the USA, 2017–2018 (n=4,207). a Suspected NAFLD defined as controlled attenuation parameter
(CAP) score ≥263 dB/m (cut-off values for 90% sensitivity) and suspected fibrosis (≥F2, liver stiffness measurement [LSM] ≥8.0 kPa or >9.1
kPa) and suspected cirrhosis (F4, liver stiffness measurement [LSM] ≥13.1 kPa or >13.6 kPa) among individuals with NAFLD. b Suspected

NAFLD defined as controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) score ≥285 dB/m (cut-off values optimizing sensitivity and specificity) and
suspected fibrosis (≥F2, liver stiffness measurement [LSM] ≥8.0 kPa or >9.1 kPa) and suspected cirrhosis (F4, liver stiffness measurement

[LSM] ≥13.1 kPa or >13.6 kPa) among individuals with NAFLD.
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Figure 2 Age-standardized prevalence of suspected nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and suspected fibrosis and cirrhosis by normal
glucose tolerance, prediabetes, and diabetes in the USA, 2017–2018 (fasting sample, n =2,073). a Suspected NAFLD defined as controlled
attenuation parameter (CAP) score ≥263 dB/m (cut-off values for 90% sensitivity) and suspected fibrosis (≥F2, liver stiffness measurement
[LSM] ≥8.0 kPa or >9.1 kPa) and suspected cirrhosis (F4, liver stiffness measurement [LSM] ≥13.1 kPa or >13.6 kPa) among individuals with
NAFLD. b Suspected NAFLD defined as controlled attenuation parameter (CAP) score ≥285 dB/m (cut-off values optimizing sensitivity and
specificity) and suspected fibrosis (≥F2, liver stiffness measurement [LSM] ≥8.0 kPa or >9.1 kPa) and suspected cirrhosis (F4, liver stiffness

measurement [LSM] ≥13.1 kPa or >13.6 kPa) among individuals with NAFLD.
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